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Abstract: User search behaviour was conceptualized as a strategy undertaken by the user in searching for
information. Typically, searching activity on the web involved several steps; query formulation and re
formulation, browsing the search results, and search results evaluation. The scope of this study has limited
itself to query formulation that reflects the user search behaviour. The proposed method has been shown to
successfully identify and classify user behaviour into two components namely; breadth search query and
depth search query. The queries were initially recorded into search log through search interface. The search
interface is one of the innovative tools that interface the Google search engine. Through this interface, user
can enter the query and obtain the search results. In addition, the queries are also recorded for further
analysis.
Keywords: Search Interface, Search Behaviour, Search Log, Web Searching

1. Introduction
Information environment can be categorized into conventional/traditional and web environment (Park et al.,
2005). In these environments, even though the users share the same aim, but the behaviours exhibited by the
users are different. A library is an example of conventional/traditional information environment. Searching for
information in a library requires several activities such as user has to refer to the collection catalogue or the
librarian to allocate the material, find the rack that situates the material, and scan all the materials to find the
correct one and finally pick-up the wanted material. Searching in this environment is a tedious work and time
consuming. Furthermore, there is a possibility that the material is not in place.
The web environment offers a flexibility that does not exist in conventional/traditional environment. In web
environment, the information is vast, unlimited and the availability is guaranteed except when technical problem
arises. The retrieval of the information can be made at any time without physical constraint. Locating the
information is simply by a simple query through the search system. In this environment, the typical search
behaviours are browsing, formulating and reformulating query, evaluating the search results, interface
navigation, etc.
Search behaviour is a strategy undertaken by the user in searching for information. Nachmias and Gilad (2002)
defined search behaviour or search strategy as a user plan that consists of a series of actions (steps), aimed at
searching information. In order to successfully find useful information on the web, users need to consider the
usage of their searching strategies to generate better outcome (Tu et al., 2008). Zhang et al., (2005) define
search behaviour as the micro level of behaviour when a user interacts with a specific information retrieval
system to search for relevant information.
The behaviours that are related to the Internet searching are search tactics (Thatcher, (2006); Wildemuth,
(2004); Hong et al., (2002)), search strategy (White and Iivonen, (2001)), seeking behaviour (Asunka, Chae,
Hughes and Natriello, (2009); Thatcher, (2006); Nesset, (2005); Seiden et al., (1997)) and search behaviour
(Nachmias and Gilad, (2002)). These terms are used interchangeably in Internet and information searching by
means to describe the behaviour of the users in order to achieve their goals.
The search behaviour on the web environment is mainly influenced by the search query. The search query is a
set of words or phrases a user enters when looking for information on a specific topic or subject (Rieh and Xie,
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2001). This paper focuses on user search behaviour that is query formulation and reformulation. Users
frequently modify their queries in hope of retrieving better results (Huang and Efthimiadis, 2009). Formulating
a search query is a challenging task for most of users because they are required to express their information
need to search system.
Query formulation is the initial stage in which the search strategy is constructed and the following reformulation
stage in which the initial stage is modified either manually or system assisted (Mastora, Monopoli and Kapidakis,
2008). Therefore, it is not easy for users to choose the right search query that represents the topic or subject
that they are looking for. This behaviour is in line with Spink et al., (1998) which indicate that users tend to
employ simple search strategies and conduct successive searches (changes or shifts in beliefs and cognitive,
affective and situational states) over time to find information related to a particular topic.
2. Literature Review
User search behaviour is influenced by the knowledge possess by the web search user. The effects of user
knowledge on user search behaviour have been shown by several studies such as a study on engineering and
science students searching (Zhang et al., 2005), a study on the way children search for information (Hirsh, 1995)
and travellers’ information search behaviour (Gursoy and McCleary, 2004). In addition, users who utilize their
knowledge during the searching process are overall most successful in their searching (Holsher and Strube,
2000). User knowledge will typically influence the query formulation and reformulation which apply as the
search tactics which changed over time as the users’ knowledge changed (Hong et al., 2002; Wildemuth, 2004).
Users that are knowledgeable on certain topics tend to focus on their searching. They will typically, begin with
general search terms and then use more specific search terms to narrow their searching (Thatcher, 2006).
Additionally, knowledge on the web search system such as the search features, tools, and the functionalities will
also enhance the search process. Users with subject knowledge in the domain know how to select terms that
make them effective information users. Bhavnani (2002) observes healthcare experts doing the searching within
and outside their domains of expertise. When performing tasks within their area of expertise, the experts used
declarative and procedural components of domain specific search knowledge. These enable them to perform
effective searching. In contrast, when they performed tasks outside their domains of expertise, they used a range
of general purpose search results. As prior studies (Duggan and Payne, 2008; White et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,
2005; Wildemuth, 2004) have shown that user knowledge does have an influence on user search behaviour.
Spink and Jansen (2004) reveal patterns and trends in general web searching in term of human computer
interaction and query level of web search behaviour namely; (1) most web queries are short, without query
reformulation or modification, and have a simple structure, (2) few search sessions include advanced search
techniques and when they are used, many include mistakes, (3) many web users retrieve a large number of web
sites, but users’ view few result pages and generally view about five web documents.
Various researches have been conducted by focusing on the search query such as; Tu et al., (2008), Zhang et al.
(2005), Kim (2005), Park et al., (2005), Nachmias and Gilad (2002) and Rieh and Xie (2001). Rieh and Xie
(2001), study on patterns and sequences of query reformulation based on query logs from a web search engine.
From the study, there are six patterns of query reformulation; specified reformulation, parallel reformulation,
generalized reformulation, dynamic reformulation, format reformulation and alternative reformulation.
Nachmias and Gilad (2002) provide different classification of the queries that are keyword search, wide search
definition, general knowledge, complex search, computer convention and Boolean search. The classification by
these two studies is somewhat redundant. For example specified reformulation is identical to keyword search
and generalized reformulation is identical to wide search definition.
Other studies tend to highlight the search behaviour based on query analysis as a part of the measurement such
as the number of words in the query and the thesaurus terms used (Park et al., 2005; Tu et al., 2008). The
number of attempts which includes number of searches and query formulation has also being considered as one
of the measurements (Zhang et al., 2005; Kim, 2005). Additionally, the usage of advance features of web search
engine is also another potential measurement (Nachmias and Gilad, 2002; Park et al., 2005).
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3. Method for Capturing User Search Behaviour
This study involves the use of computer and the Internet technology to capture the actual user search behaviour.
The use of computer technology in this research is time consuming and expensive (Hochstotter and Koch, 2009).
As a consequence, this study has to deal with a number of problems such as the availability of computer
laboratory, computer workability, Internet connection, space limitation, the availability of the respondents and
time allocation. Therefore, the success of this study depends on the assistance of the technical support from the
computer department. The respondents were instructed to perform the online searching related to search task
given. During this session, the users performed searching through the search interface. The users’ queries were
stored in the transaction log.
Theoretically, the search task will influence the information need (Broder, 2002). Search tasks were designed to
be subject neutral and broad in scope so that all the participants could find relevant information regardless of
their subject areas. In this study, the search task chosen is related to Malaysian’s homestay. Homestay is
considered as general knowledge as homestay is a worldwide concept.
In this study in order to capture and record user’s query, an interface called search interface has been developed
(Yamin, et al., 2013). This interface act as a proxy by interfacing Google search engine. The interface will receive
user’s query, record in the search log and redirect the query to the Google search engine. The Google will process
the query and return the results. Through this interface the user’s query can retrieved and use in the analysis to
determine the user search behaviour. Figure 1 ilustrate the procedure for using the search interface.
As shown in Figure 1, the first step of using the search interface is to run the web browser. Web browser is
application software that installed in user’s personal computer. Various web browsers are available and freely
downloaded from the Internet. Example of the web browsers are Internet Explorer, Opera, and Mozila Firefox.
Figure 2 shows example of web browser Internet Explorer. Internet Explorer (IE) is default web browser
software that installed together with the Windows. To run the IE, user may click on the icon that display the
image of an “e” or select shortcut from the [Start] menu.
When the IE is open, the user will has to enter the URL of the search interface. Figure 3 shows the location where
the URL should be entered. Once the URL is entered, the reference number page will be loaded (Figure 4). The
reference number page is the first part of the search interface. On this page user will has to enter his matrix
number. The matrix number is use as a reference number in the search log to represent the user. During the
searching session, all queries that the user entered will be associated with the reference number and store in the
search log.
After the reference number is entered, the search page will be loaded. The page is shown in Figure 5. The slot
with a circle is the location where user has to enter his query. The searching interface will records the query, the
start time and sent the query to Google for processing and displaying results. This interface does not modify the
query or delay the search process as it only records the query and then redirects the query to the Google search
engine. This interface consists of two main parts. The upper part with the blue background is a section where
students can enter their queries. The lower part is where the Google interface and results are displayed. When
the students enter query in the blue area, the query will be time stamped and stored in the database. The query
is submitted to Google which then returns a list of search result.
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Figure 2: Running the Web Browser

Figure 3: IE - Entering the URL

Figure 1: Procedure for Using the Search Interface
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Figure 4: Search Interface - Reference Number
Page
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Figure 5: Searching Interface - Searching Section

Figure 6: Example of Search Session
Figure 6 shows example of the search result for the query “homestay malaysia”. The students were advised to
browse the results to find answers for their search task. They were also advised to repeat the searching to find
better answer. During this session, students would perform query reformulation that was the adjustment of the
query in order to get better results.
Users’ queries and other information from the searching session are recorded in the transaction log or search
log. Figure 7 shows the example of the search log that was captured through the search interface. The search log
contains information about the user and the computer used such as user ID and computer IP and information
about the search session which includes the session ID, date and time. Other item in the log such as time
different, IP and session counter, number of attempts and queries, number of terms, terms average and number
of unique terms were calculated by the system. Table 1 shows the list of items in the log and its description. In
this study, only queries were taken for analysis. Other information was used as a reference.

Figure 7: Example of Search Log
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Column
1
2
3

Item
Num (and record
ID)
G (Group number)
Ref. No.

4
5

IP Count
# S (Session)

6
7
8
9
10

Curr. S
Date
Curr. Time
Prev. Time
User Time Diff
(second)
Session Time Diff
(second)
Total Time
Query
Op (Operator)
# of Attempt &
Query
Atp (Attempt)
# Term
T Term
Avg (Average)
# U Term

11
12
13
14
15
15 (a)
15 (b)
15 (c)
15 (d)
15 (e)

Table 1: Log Item and Description
Description
Num is a continuous line number and the record ID is a reference
number of the record in database
Indicate the group number
Ref. No. is the user ID that is used as a reference for the particular
user.
Counting the number of IP –the counter increase when new IP found
Counting the number of session - the counter increase when new
session found
Shows the current session
Shows the date
Shows the time of the current search session
Shows the time of the previous search session
Shows the time different (in second) for each user based on current
and previous search session
Shows the time different (in second) for each session based on current
and previous search session
Total time taken by each user to complete the search task
Query entered by user
Boolean operator used
Summarize the query used by each user
Shows the number of attempt made by user
Shows the number of term used
Shows the total number of the terms
The query average.
Number of unique terms in the query

Data Processing and Coding: The search log is undergoing some processes to clean the data. Users who did not
perform query formulation were removed. These users were recognized based on the query entered. Typically,
users are expected to enter more than one query which shows that they formulate and reformulate the queries.
Otherwise, the users are suspected browsing that is visiting each link exhaustively. Browsing activity is not
recorded in the transaction log. The irrelevant queries were also identified and removed. Then query was
classified either as breadth or depth search query. The classification was based on the criteria in Table 2 and
Table 3.
Table 2: Criteria for Breadth Search Query
Coding
Symbol
B1
B2
B3

Strategy
Keyword
search
Wide search
definition
General
knowledge

Description

Example

Direct typing the query
subject
Searching using a broad
query
Using information that is
not mentioned in the search
task
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Searching for Ministry of Tourism to
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Guest House.
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Table 3: Criteria for Depth Search Query
Coding
Symbol
D1
D2
D3

Strategy

Description

Example

Boolean search
Computer
convention
Complex search

Using Boolean syntax
Using a computer
convention
Cross searching with more
than one query

Homestay AND Pahang
Homestay.gif, homestay. jpeg
Homestay, jungle tracking, fishing, etc.

The following are the steps of the coding process.
Step 1: The transaction log is retrieved from the database. Examples of the log have been shown in Figure 7.
Step 2: The transaction log is sorted according to the group, date/time, computer IP and session number.
Example in Figure 7 has been sorted based on these criteria.
Step 3: Data cleaning is performed to remove single query user and irrelevant queries. Figure 8 shows example
user with at line 2 (ID 102) only entered one query. This user was suspected to do browsing which was not
recorded in the transaction log. This user was discarded from the list.

Figure 8: Example of Single Query User
During the search process, users were expected to formulate and used queries that were related to the homestay.
Users may enter many queries. Each query will is time stamped so that the sequence of the query can be traced.
Users may also enter the same query. This shows that users are returning to the previous results list. Figure 9
shows example of user that has entered more than one query. Queries in line 8 to 12 were entered by the same
user at different time.
Further cleaning process is to find and remove the irrelevant queries. This procedure is done manually. Figure
10 shows example of irrelevant query. At line 1019 used the word “library uum” as the query. This query was
not relevant to homestay, therefore, this particular record was removed from the list.
Step 4: Query classification or marking is performed. In this step, each query was examined and classified either
as breadth or depth query. Table 4 shows example of queries for user A and B. During the coding, each query
strategy was denoted with a symbol as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The breadth search queries are
represented by symbols B1, B2 and B3, where each symbol represents keyword search, wide search and general
knowledge respectively. Depth search queries are represented by symbols D1, D2, and D3. D1 represents the
Boolean search, while D2 and D3 represent computer convention and complex search respectively.
Step 5: The classified queries are then transferred into the table and the frequency of each query type was
calculated. For the ease of the analyses in SPSS, the search logs were transferred into a table (Figure 11). For
example, user A and user B were among the respondents in this study. Queries by both users were transferred
into the table. Based on the query occurrences, user A formulated eight queries, showing that user A had eight
attempts. Out of these attempts, five queries fell under breadth search strategy, while the other three were
depth search strategy. Further classification has shown that five queries identified as breadth search strategy
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can be divided into direct keyword (B1), wide search (B2), and general knowledge (B3) by which each strategy
represent 2, 2, and 1 queries respectively. Three queries under the depth search query are classified as complex
search strategy (D3). Other types of queries that are Boolean operator (D1) and computer convention (D2) were
not used by this user. User B on the other hand has formulated nine queries. Seven of the queries are falls under
breadth search query and the other two are depth search query.

Figure 9: Example of Multiples Query

Figure 10: Example of Irrelevant Query

User
User A

User B

Table 4: Example of Queries and Classification
Query
Homestay
Homestay Malaysia
Homestay
Homestay in Kedah
Rumah tumpangan
Homestay, kedah, jungle tracking, makanan tradisional
Homestay, Malaysia, tradisional
Sarawak, jungle traking, package
Website Homestay
Homestay in Malaysia
Homestay Selangor
Perak homestay
Guest house
Kelantan Guest House
Malaysia Homestay Aktiviti
Homestay AND Terengganu
Peta ke homestay Kuala Medang
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Classification
B1
B2
B1
B2
B3
D3
D3
D3
B1
B2
B2
B2
B3
B3
B2
D1
D2
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Figure 11: Example of the classification of search query and frequency

Step 6: Calculate mean for both breadth and depth search query. Example is shown in Table 5. These mean
values are then used in the statistical analysis.

Table 5: Mean Value for Breadth and Depth Search Query
User
Mean Breadth
Mean Depth
User A
1.667
1
User B
2.333
0.667

The processes explained in Step 1 – 6 are summarised in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Coding Process of Query
4. Example of Data Collection and Descriptive Analysis
Due to the time and space constraints, only 335 students were randomly selected as the sample. From the 335
students, only 239 students took part in this study. Out of 239 students, 30 students were selected as a pilot test
group. The rest were allocated for actual data collection.
The respondents were divided into six groups. Each group was limited to 35 respondents as it is the maximum
capacity of the computer lab. The time average for each group is approximately one hour. Overall, 195
respondents attended the allocated session, while 14 were absent. Out of 195 questionnaires received, 64
questionnaires were discarded because of invalid answers, technical problem with the server that hosted the
interface system, and no query formulation (single query entered). The affected number of respondents was 1,
33, and 30 respondents respectively. The percentage of the total response rate is 93.3 %; however the usable
response rate is only 67.2 %.
In this study, a total 1,072 queries are used for the analysis. Out of these totals, 596 queries are breadth search
query and 476 are depth search query. The mean scores of depth search query and breadth search query are
1.21 to 1.52 respectively with the same standard deviation value which is 1.03. Based on these findings, it might
be obvious to say that the breadth search query is moderately higher compared to depth search query.
Table 6 shows the total query for each category. Table 7 shows specific mean values and standard deviation for
each user search query categories. For the breadth search query, the mean values are ranged from .97 to 2.36.
Among the query categories in the breadth search query, general knowledge achieved the highest mean value
2.36. The lowest mean value is the wide search category with the mean value .97.
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The second group of search query that is depth search query, the mean values are ranged from .62 to 1.63 and
the standard deviation score is from .77 to 1.84. In this category, the complex search shows the highest mean
value followed by computer convention and Boolean operator.

Query Categories
Breadth search query

Depth search query

Table 6: Total Query for Each Category
Query
Direct search
Wide search
General knowledge
Boolean operator
Computer convention
Complex search

Total
162
127
307
81
181
214

Table 7: Mean values and standard deviation for Query search formulation
Query categories
Query
Mean
Std. deviation
Breadth search query
Direct search
1.24
1.39
Wide search
0.97
1.21
General knowledge
2.36
2.86
Depth search query
Boolean operator
0.62
0.77
Computer convention
1.38
1.40
Complex search
1.63
1.84

5. Conclusion
This method proposed in this paper provides in-depth understanding about the users and their behaviour when
searching on the Internet. The search task contains instruction or information about the searching activity. The
users were instructed to read and understand the task. The understanding will form the information need which
will be expressed in the verbal from. As highlighted by Broder (2002), the verbal form of information need will
be entered into the search system as the search query. The searching was made through the search interface
that will capture the query and store into the transaction log. The series of query stored in the transaction log
represent the users’ behaviour (selecting, changing and modifying the query) during the searching.
The analysis of this log is based on the steps or procedure as outline in this paper. This procedure is novel as it
was not previously discussed in the literature. Additionally, the deployment of search interface as a tool to
capture users’ behaviour by interfacing the Google search engine is also a novel approach. This approach has
made the data collection easier as the transaction log was stored in the local server.
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